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WhatWhat’’s in a Computer?s in a Computer?

 Simplified view has just a few blocksSimplified view has just a few blocks

CPU(s)

Memory Mass Storage Peripherals

Central 
Processing 

Unit(s)

E.g….
• Mouse
• Graphics
• TouchscreenE.g….

• Flash
• Disk

E.g….
• DDR4
• SRAM  Real system can be very large

 And some peripherals are really complex
 E.g., Nvidia GTX 980: 5.2e9 transistors

Main 
topic for 
EE345



CPU is not the whole world!CPU is not the whole world!

The New Yorker cover, Mar 29, 1976The New Yorker cover, Mar 29, 1976

 EE345 useful for other thingsEE345 useful for other things
 Some places call it Some places call it 

““advanced digitaladvanced digital””

 CPU isnCPU isn’’t the whole systemt the whole system

 DonDon’’t be arrogant t be arrogant 



Technology EnvironmentTechnology Environment



Levels of Detail (Abstractions)Levels of Detail (Abstractions)

ApplicationsApplications

Middleware/ToolsMiddleware/Tools

System ServicesSystem Services

ArchitectureArchitecture

uArchitectureuArchitecture

LogicLogic

CircuitsCircuits

PhysicsPhysics

Browsers, Games, Browsers, Games, ……

Interpreters, GUI, Interpreters, GUI, ……

OS, Network Drivers, OS, Network Drivers, ……

X86 ISA, ARM64, X86 ISA, ARM64, ……

Units, Stages, Interfaces, Units, Stages, Interfaces, ……

Flops, Gates, Flops, Gates, ……

Transistors, Resistors, Transistors, Resistors, ……

Electrons, Materials, Electrons, Materials, ……

High 
Abstraction

Low 
Abstraction

Expert will 
understand 
nearby 
levels

EE345

Abstraction allows someone to operate at one level without 
worrying about (or understanding) the other levels. 



Process Technology TrendProcess Technology Trend

 MooreMoore’’s s ““lawlaw””

 Transistor density doubles every 18Transistor density doubles every 18--24 months24 months

 DennardDennard scalingscaling

 Smaller transistors = lower V, faster, lower powerSmaller transistors = lower V, faster, lower power

 DoesnDoesn’’t help with long wires!t help with long wires!

 Traditional scaling: 0.7X linearTraditional scaling: 0.7X linear

 In other words: In other words: ½½ the areathe area just by process shiftjust by process shift

 Every 2Every 2--3 years3 years

 WeWe’’re at the end of these trends re at the end of these trends 
 10nm processes now10nm processes now
 7nm7nm…… ok, 5 nmok, 5 nm…… maybemaybe
 3.5nm, smaller?3.5nm, smaller?

 All this supposes All this supposes ““conventionalconventional”” technology, ~40 years oftechnology, ~40 years of……
 MOSFET transistorsMOSFET transistors
 (Mostly) Silicon(Mostly) Silicon
 Emphasis on Emphasis on ““Static CMOSStatic CMOS”” circuit stylecircuit style



PowerPower

 Active and static powerActive and static power

 Active: dominated by V^2 * C * FActive: dominated by V^2 * C * F
 V = voltageV = voltage

 C = lumped capacitanceC = lumped capacitance

 F = switching frequencyF = switching frequency

 Static (leakage): strongly dependent on process, Static (leakage): strongly dependent on process, 
temperature, voltagetemperature, voltage
 Less important on oldest and newest technologyLess important on oldest and newest technology

 Really important on intermediate processesReally important on intermediate processes



LeakageLeakage
• Was getting scary ~10 years ago

• >10% of total power

• Projections of 50% of total (at “hot”)
(Texas Instruments)

• Process tech to the rescue
(Intel)



Active PowerActive Power

 Reduce active power by reducing Reduce active power by reducing 
components of V^2 * C * Fcomponents of V^2 * C * F
 Reduce voltage to lower that will support Reduce voltage to lower that will support 

frequencyfrequency
 E.g., Intel E.g., Intel ““turbo boostturbo boost”” (dynamic V and F)(dynamic V and F)

 Reducing C is harderReducing C is harder
 Keep circuits simpleKeep circuits simple

 Reducing F: activity factor and frequencyReducing F: activity factor and frequency
 Again, turbo boost or equivalentAgain, turbo boost or equivalent
 Clock gatingClock gating



Example: V, F and PowerExample: V, F and Power

http://www.anandtech.com/show/5763/undervoltinghttp://www.anandtech.com/show/5763/undervolting--andand--overclockingoverclocking--onon--ivyivy--bridgebridge



Some Different Classes of CPUSome Different Classes of CPU’’ss

 uControlleruController
 CellCell--Phone/TabletPhone/Tablet
 PC/LaptopPC/Laptop
 ServerServer
 MetricsMetrics

 ““widthwidth””: 8b, etc: 8b, etc
 # of CPU# of CPU’’ss
 FrequencyFrequency
 IPC: instructions per clockIPC: instructions per clock
 Process TechnologyProcess Technology
 Transistor countTransistor count
 Area (strongly correlated with cost)Area (strongly correlated with cost)



uControlleruController

 4+ bits, often 8b, 32b becoming more common4+ bits, often 8b, 32b becoming more common

 Single CPUSingle CPU

 <50MHz<50MHz

 IPC < 1IPC < 1

 Cheap process, integrate FlashCheap process, integrate Flash

ARM M3 in STM32F100C4T6BARM M3 in STM32F100C4T6B

in 130nm (?)in 130nm (?)

CPU : ~100e3 transistors (33e3 gates)CPU : ~100e3 transistors (33e3 gates)

9 mm^2 (total die)9 mm^2 (total die)

• Note: wire-bond pads

• Close to “pad limited”



CellCell--Phone/TabletPhone/Tablet

 32 or 64b32 or 64b
 11--4 CPU4 CPU
 <3 GHz<3 GHz
 1 < IPC < 31 < IPC < 3

 superscalar: ability for IPC > 1superscalar: ability for IPC > 1

 Advanced process (like 10nm)Advanced process (like 10nm)
 Often Often ““fablessfabless””

 Massive integrationMassive integration
 may include modemmay include modem

Apple A10Apple A10

in 16nmin 16nm

~3e9 transistors (?? seems wrong)~3e9 transistors (?? seems wrong)

125 mm^2125 mm^2



PC/LaptopPC/Laptop

 64b, 264b, 2--6 CPU, Up to 4GHz6 CPU, Up to 4GHz

 1 < IPC < 51 < IPC < 5

 Advanced process (like 10nm)Advanced process (like 10nm)

 Integrated graphics, memory Integrated graphics, memory 
controller, some controller, some periphsperiphs

Intel Sky LakeIntel Sky Lake

14nm14nm

~1.8e9 transistors~1.8e9 transistors

122 mm^2122 mm^2



ServerServer
 64b64b
 88--64 CPU 64 CPU 

(per package)(per package)
 Up to 4GHzUp to 4GHz
 1 < IPC < 61 < IPC < 6

 Advanced process (like 10nm)Advanced process (like 10nm)
 Little integration, lots of onboard Little integration, lots of onboard 

memory (cache)memory (cache)

IBM Power8IBM Power8
22nm SOI22nm SOI
~4e9 transistors~4e9 transistors
~650 mm^2~650 mm^2



What WeWhat We’’ll do in EE345ll do in EE345



WeWe’’ll Concentrate Onll Concentrate On……

 Abstractions: Logic, Abstractions: Logic, uArchuArch, Arch, Arch

 CPU class: CPU class: uControlleruController



Takeaways from EE345Takeaways from EE345

 Comparative CPU architectureComparative CPU architecture

 Understanding of CPU building blocksUnderstanding of CPU building blocks

 Details of a couple of CPU design stylesDetails of a couple of CPU design styles
 MicroMicro--coded and pipelinedcoded and pipelined

 And, by the wayAnd, by the way……
 VerilogVerilog

 Assembly languageAssembly language

 Implementation using Implementation using FPGAFPGA’’ss


